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Module with quarter 
section removed-



Since last time-

Pixel board geometry finalized and sent to LBNL

Dubna LCM interface finalized and sent to Dubna

Fiberglass geometry finalized and sent to CSU
Some recent requests may add some holes for sensor placement

ArcLight interface finalized and sent to Bern
I noticed some of the foil windows were slightly off and have now been adjusted and 
will be sent out either today or tomorrow (foil has not been cut yet)

HV input- feedthrough made and assembled – had some issue on first test but will run test again 
this weekend - a few things could cause this, but a shield plate was missing and it 
could be just that – the same geometry worked in liquid xenon at 130kV so we are 
probably fine but will verify with a test

Resistive sheets- All sheets re-drawn to be made as single laminate with etched PC board to 
ease production

Lamination machine- rough design exists – will detail and construct soon



Sealed Module
Hermetic “Bucket”

Naked module

Insulating “Pillow”

Feedthroughs

Special RTV silicone (cut to open)

HV cable Adapter



Some metal has been 
removed from the 
backplate to lower the 
capacitance 
(stripes are intended to 
ground the fasteners)

The level sensors have 
not yet been installed

Detector Module
(updated)



Assembly fixture for module (half detector)

Studs are in place on each module for fixture attachment. 

Bumpers are screwed onto the studs when the fixture comes 
off to ease insertion



Plastic bumper (stays 
in place for insertion 
but not here while in 
fixture)

Threaded brass nut with two steps

Threaded brass standoff (part of fixture)

ASIC

Although designed to be in 
the flat position, some 
work could be done in this 
position

Back Plate

Jam nuts set standoff height



Inside of a module



Intersection of 4 Pixel boards showing the .5mm gaps



Detail of Pixel board / light collection interface (with shields)



Pixel Board-

Since last time-

The Pixel board physical geometry was finalized and sent to LBNL

In discussions with CSU, the G-10 standoff option is being tested for a more 
robust glue joint



Assembly of ArcLight with Pixel board

Slots in PC boards permit thermal motion



ArcLight panel with reflective skins-

Holes in coating shown are elongated to 
clear the active SiPM areas when warm 
and cold (reflective coating also on 
“gaskets” to obtain full coverage at all 
temperatures) See .stp for hole 
locations-

Central plastic pin sets center for 
contraction

12 tapped holes for plastic M3 screws 

These foil windows got shifted but are now correct and in the current CAD



SiPM Shields-

Polyimide tiles (to shield SiPMs) screw to blocks on standoffs 

Large holes (for plastic M2 screws) in black tiles permit shrinkage
(washers from same material permit slip)



Dubna LCM integration with module-

Updates were made to the LCM after the last 
collaboration meeting to provide thermal 
contraction locations along with extensions to 
the cathode bracket and shields for the SiPM’s

(note- the cathode bracket only prevents the 
module from flexing into the detector volume –
vertical support comes only as a cantilever from 
the Pixel board)



Detector sub-assembly- Dubna light Collection (shown with “E” board) 



Some views of the SiMP sub-assembly-

Adjustments made for shrinkage and 
tolerances but square pockets in gasket may 
need to be altered to provide clearance for 
tool radius

Reflective film on top of gasket (Igor’s idea)

Slots in PC board and spacer permit shrinkage

Note active portion of SiPMs (symmetric)

Tee shaped washers allow slip  



The ArcLight and the Dubna LCM both mount to the Pixel board in the same 
way and use the same “E” boards

The smaller SiPM boards are slightly different however, since some features 
on the LCM board are offset a little- see below-

ArcLight (symmetric)

Dubna LCM (slightly offset) – but interface is the same



Field cage shown below the pillow



From CSU



Field cage – Resistive side plates with conductive strip at the cathode



Cathode assy



Lamination Machine (work in progress)



The backplane is shown here to illustrate size only 
(it will not be laminated but is the largest part)

Not shown is the constant force mechanism (to keep tension)

Roll sizes are still being determined

Two slide types are still possible (all parts scalable)



SLAC cable adapter

HV Feedthrough

Liquid level

Vacuum Pillow

Ar gas gap

Top of TPC with sprung “pill”

Shield termination under liquid

HV input-

Plastic core HV cable





HV Feedthrough and Contact
(originally developed with Peter Rowson, Ralph DeVoe, 
Sebastien Delaquis, Jacopo, Knut and Bob C.  for nEXO
– shown to the right) 

Warm O-rings seal cable
(can pump between them if desired
– upper o-ring mainly used as strain relief)

Air

Ar gas

Resistive polymer cover

Toroid “sock roll” to terminate 
shield

Polyethylene rings limit surface 
breakdown

Conductive “Pill” termination -Sprung 
connection to resistive core inside 

Socket on cathode with soft spring

Polyethylene insulator

Teflon guide tube (to prevent buckling)

G-10 socket (guides the PTFE guide tube)

Vac.

LAr level

LAr

Resistive polymer central conductor
(lowers thermal conductivity while increasing discharge time)



Compress to seal

Resistive polymer core

Air to argon HV 
feedthrough-
(EXO-200 type with
resistive core)

O-rings to seal
(can pump between them
If needed)

Resistive polymer cover

Braid covers this
Air

Ar gas



Sebastien / Jacopo / Peter Rowson / Ralph DeVoe/ Knut

Polyethylene rings limit 
surface breakdown

Toroid “sock roll” to 
terminate shield

Conductive “Pill” 
termination (may use 
banana plug on end for us)
Sprung connection to 

resistive core inside 

Polyethylene inslatoru

Top of field cage 
here or below

Liquid height here or 
above





Backup slides



Feedthrough work

165K feedthrough (EXO)





Hermetic fiberglass “bucket” to isolate LAr in 
modules
(sealed to “pillow” in warm area above liquid with 
special silicone which is good to 165K)


